Orthotopic and heterotopic lower leg reimplantation. Evaluation of seven patients.
Reimplantation is a well-established procedure in reconstructive surgery. This is especially so after amputation of the upper limb since prostheses provide limited function. In unilateral amputation of the lower leg orthotopic reimplantation is the treatment of choice. With bilateral amputation, in which orthotopic reimplantation is not possible because of the complexity of the trauma, heterotopic reimplantation is an option. We report five patients who received orthotopic and two who received heterotopic reimplantations of the lower leg. We assessed the functional outcomewith reference to cutaneous sensation, mobility, pain, and the cosmetic result. The functional outcome was good, as was the patients' satisfaction. Their mobility, stability, and psychological state were satisfactory. Patients with heterotopic reimplantations preferred the reimplanted leg to a prosthesis. Although reimplantation of the lower leg requires prolonged hospitalisation, delayed mobilisation and secondary operations, we conclude that there is an indication for this operation in order to improve the patient's quality of life.